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Brief introduction to the Material Point Method



MPM evolution
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Some major versions of MPM – all are referred to as ‘Material Point 
Method’:
• MPM - Classical Material Point Method (Sulsky et al. 1994)
• GIMP – Generalized Interpolation Material Point Method 

(Bardenhagen & Kober 2004)
• CPDI - Convected Particle Domain Interpolation (Sadeghirad et al., 

2011) CPDI 2 – Second-order convected particle domain 
interpolation (CPDI2) with enrichment (Sadeghirad et al., 2013)

• DDMP – Dual Domain Material Point Method (Zhang et al. 2011)
• B-Spline MPM, Least Squares B-Spline, …
• Implicit versions of MPM…

MPM (1994) GIMP (2004)
CPDI (2011)
DDMP (2011)

CPDI2 (2013)
time



Material Point Method – problem to solve
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Material Point Method – grid
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Material Point Method – material points
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MPM – few remarks
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• despite discretising material using material points, it is a continuous 
method

• due to the way material points interact with each other, discontinuities / 
fractures can happen in all the formulations but CPDI. In CPDI 2 the 
material separation is controlled, in other method is not controlled and 
grid dependent.

• Convergence is an interesting problem in MPM – more about it later

MPM (1994) GIMP (2004)
CPDI (2011)
DDMP (2011)

CPDI2 (2013)
time



Formulation
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Material point method may be formulated either in an implicit form (quasi 
static) or explicit form (dynamic). Typical formulation is the dynamic one, 
based on conservation of momentum:

∫∫∫∫ ΩΩΩΩ
Ω⋅+⋅=∇+⋅

τ
τδδρδδρ dddd vτxvbxvσxva :

a – acceleration
b – body forces
σ – stress tensor
τ – forces acting on body boundaries Ωτ
Ω – discretised volume 
δv – admissible velocity field (test function)
dx = dV – elementary volume
ρ - density

rate of change 
of momentum

internal 
force

body force external 
force
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2
1Data transferred from the material points to the 

nodes:
 Material points cover some defined space
 Nodes „gather” information about material points 

within their domain
 Momentum (mass and velocity) transferred from the 

material points to the nodes
 Forces acting on nodes computed
 Nodal acceleration computed and velocity updated
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Algorithm: Generalized Interpolation
Material Point Method (GIMP)
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Data in the nodes added, and transferred back to the 
material points
 Data in nodes is not kept
 Material points carry the data for the next step
 Material point velocities and positions updated 

using nodal acceleration and velocity respectively
 Velocities used to compute increments of strains 

and stresses
 Grid position usually not updated after time step

Algorithm: Generalized Interpolation
Material Point Method (GIMP)
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MPM - discontinuities
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contact

contact

separation

The points interact only when they are in the same grid cell or at 
neighbouring grid cells. As such, the final results (and separation) is 
grid size and time step dependent. 

classical MPM – all data in a material point, no domain

interaction 
thanks to 
the grid 
nodes



GIMP - discontinuities
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GIMP– all data in a material point, defined domain by a 
particle characteristic function

interaction 
thanks to 
the grid 
nodes

contact

contact

contact

separation



CPDI – no discontinuities
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interaction 
thanks to 
the grid 
nodes

CPDI –no unwanted 
separation possible 
due to specially 
defined grid shape 
functions.

© Sadeghirad et al. 2013



Method convergence rate and the 
approximation of the solution 
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Material point method may be formulated either in an implicit form (quasi 
static) or explicit form (dynamic). Typical formulation is the dynamic one, 
based on conservation of momentum:

∫∫∫∫ ΩΩΩΩ
Ω⋅+⋅=∇+⋅

τ
τδδρδδρ dddd vτxvbxvσxva :

a – acceleration
b – body forces
σ – stress tensor
τ – forces acting on body boundaries Ωτ
Ω – discretised volume 
δv – admissible velocity field (test function)
dx = dV – elementary volume
ρ - density

rate of change 
of momentum

internal 
force

body force external 
force



Formulation
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∫∫∫∫ ΩΩΩΩ
Ω⋅+⋅=∇+⋅

τ
τδδρδδρ dddd vτxvbxvσxva :

rate of change 
of momentum

internal 
force

body force external 
force

Errors in the numerical method depends on, among others:
• how well the body domain is replicated ?

• any differences between intended body boundaries Ωτ and discretisation?
• how well the internal fields can be replicated?

• each discretisation assumes certain smoothness and accuracy of the 
internal fields leading to errors

• better approximation leads to higher order convergence of the method
• any problems / convergence issues / simulation breaking issues?

• related to large displacements, strains, other requirements of how the 
fields can evolve…



Field approximation
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As we have to first move the data from the material 
points to grid nodes, the shape of the fields we 
assume will greatly affect the accuracy of the method.

In general, the Material Point Method convergence 
rate depends on how closely / smoothly we 
approximate the fields (velocity, density, and 
resulting ones e.g. stress) in the calculations

The higher order full polynomial we have 
approximating the fields, the higher the expected 
convergence rate (if other conditions are satisfied...)



Field approximation
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First order accurate approximation
Correct solution

Second order accurate approximation



Field approximation
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∫∫∫∫ ΩΩΩΩ
Ω⋅+⋅=∇+⋅

τ
τδδρδδρ dddd vτxvbxvσxva :

rate of change 
of momentum

internal 
force

body force external 
force

In MPM, GIMP:

�
p

Sipmp𝐯𝐯pt 𝐟𝐟i
b,t = �

p

Sipmp𝐛𝐛pt𝐟𝐟i
int,t = −�

p

∇Sipσpt Vp

body forceinternal force
rate of change 
of momentum

external 
force

After integration:

body force

internal force

rate of change 
of momentum

𝐟𝐟it = 𝐟𝐟i
int,t + 𝐟𝐟i

b,t + 𝐟𝐟i
ext,t

Sip- weighting function



Field approximation
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Original MPM:

�
p

Sipmp𝐯𝐯pt 𝐟𝐟i
b,t = �

p

Sipmp𝐛𝐛pt𝐟𝐟i
int,t = −�

p

∇Sipσpt Vp

body forceinternal forcerate of change 
of momentum

Sip=1-xi/L ; Sip=xi/L

∇Sip=±1/L

x1 x2

vm(1-x1/L)

Field, 
weighted 
to nodes, 
weighting 
functions 
linear.

internal force does not depend 
on point position in cell

vm(x1/L)

v, m

1

1



Field approximation
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Original MPM:

Sip=1-xi/L ; Sip=xi/L

∇Sip=±1/L

x1 x2

vm(1-x1/L)

Field, 
weighted 
to nodes, 
functions 
linear.internal force does not depend 

on point position in cell

vm(x1/L)

v, m

1

1
Insights:
1. Velocity field is weighted to the nodes as first order, hence 

we expect convergence in displacement to be second order 
and in strains and stresses first order

2. Internal force component does not depend on material 
point position in cell.



Field approximation
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Original MPM:

Insights:
3. When point moves from one cell to another, internal force 

in the nodes abruptly changes
4. Such change destroys the convergence rate at high 

accuracies, as the amount of abrupt change related to the 
internal force change will lead to finite change in solution, 
and that change will bound the accuracy of the solution. 

�
p

Sipmp𝐯𝐯pt 𝐟𝐟i
b,t = �

p

Sipmp𝐛𝐛pt𝐟𝐟i
int,t = −�

p

∇Sipσpt Vp

body forceinternal force
rate of change 
of momentum



Field approximation
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Original MPM:

Back to the material points:
1. The unbalanced force leads to nodal acceleration, it is 

transferred back to the material points with the same 
weighting functions

2. As long as the transfer back is of the same order of 
accuracy, there is a chance for no accuracy loss and that the 
convergence order is preserved

3. Strain update based on velocity gradient, stress update… 

external 
force

body force

internal force

rate of change 
of momentum

𝐟𝐟it = 𝐟𝐟i
int,t + 𝐟𝐟i

b,t + 𝐟𝐟i
ext,t



Field approximation – a bit of history
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• Instability due to cell crossing – e.g. GIMP (Bardenhagen & 
Kober 2004), DDMP (Zhang et al. 2011)

• CPDI, CPDI2 (Sadeghirad et al. 2011,2013) - cpGIMP
improvement, streamlining the algorithm, as well as ensuring 
the continuity

• Newer developments – motivation - convergence rate

Wallstedt & Guilkey 2010
timeWeighted Least Squares

Sulsky & Gong 2016
Improved MPM - IMPM

B-spline Taylor Least Squares 
MPM, Wobbes et al. 2019

Improved Moving 
Least Squares 



Field approximation – a bit of history
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• Instability due to cell crossing – reduced by giving the 
material points domains – and connecting the domains 
together (GIMP, CPDI), or by decoupling Sip and its gradient 
(DDMP)
• No sharp change of the gradient when the point is crossing 

cell boundaries leads to reduced noise and no jumps in the 
internal force  

�
p

Sipmp𝐯𝐯pt 𝐟𝐟i
b,t = �

p

Sipmp𝐛𝐛pt𝐟𝐟i
int,t = −�

p

∇Sipσpt Vp

body forceinternal forcerate of change 
of momentum



However… we do not have 
2nd order convergence 
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Let’s solve 1 D elastic vibration problem…

Small amplitude
A=1E-4

𝐮𝐮(X, t) = A sin 2
X
L

sin
c t
L

Large amplitude
A=0.1

Quoc Anh
Tran
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However…
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When displacements are small, things work 
as expected, but at large displacement, not.

Small amplitude
A=1E-4

Large amplitude
A=0.1

Quoc Anh
TranWe already have an excellent numerical method 

to solve small displacements (called FEM)
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cell size
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R
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2nd order
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Field approximation – a bit of history
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Taylor / Improved Least Squares
Question – how to get MPM converge faster (e.g. third order)
• So far, as a side-effect, we got seemingly reliable second order 

convergence and some reports of 3rd order convergence, e.g. for 
small strain problem

• Achieved mainly by selecting higher order base functions and 
integrating (to get Sip) numerically, e.g. with Gauss method. Also, 
some fiddling with Sip gradient

time

Sulsky & Gong 2016
Improved MPM - IMPM

B-spline Taylor Least Squares 
MPM, Wobbes et al. 2019

Improved Moving 
Least Squares 

Wallstedt & Guilkey 2010
Weighted Least Squares
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B-spline MPM
(session 3b)
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Large amplitude A=0.1
displacement error

Quoc Anh
Tran

Lisa 
Wobbes
(Delft)

Large amplitude A=0.1
velocity
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(session 1a)
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Large amplitude A=0.1
displacement error

Quoc Anh
Tran

Large amplitude A=0.1
velocity
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Improved Moving Least 
Squares CPDI
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Large amplitude A=0.1
displacement error

Quoc Anh
Tran

Large amplitude A=0.1
velocity



Field approximation
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Insights:
• errors reducing convergence rate are still present in 

the mainstream implementations of MPM
• ‘moving least squares’ MPM implementations seems 

to improve the convergence rate to second order
• Arbitrary high order convergence rate for large 

displacement problems?
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Simulations and software



Uintah open source software suite
http://uintah.utah.edu/
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5 main components:
ARCHES - solves the conservative, finite volume, compressible, low-
mach formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation, multiscale, Temperature 
coupled
ICE – multi-material computational fluid dynamics, full-physics 
simulations including large deformations, phase transition and coupling 
between fluid, solid, temperature and velocities, full Navier-Stokes
MPM – more about it later…
MPMICE – ICE+MPM
WASATCH –finite volume computational fluid dynamics code for high 
performance computing 

Wojciech Sołowski

All components are 3D



Uintah open source software suite
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MPM:
- Experimental / not well documented 

components:
- ARMMPM (multi-grid MPM, in 

development)
- FractureMPM (Guo & Nairn)
- ShellMPM (shell and membranes)
- ImpMPM (implicit formulation of 

Guilkey and Weiss), 
- RigidMPM (to be used with 

MPMArches)
- Standard MPM component

Wojciech Sołowski

Large displacement 3D 
shearing of unsaturated 
sample, Sołowski et al. (2015)



Uintah open source software suite
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Standard MPM component:
- Parallel implementation, suitable for 

supercomputers
- Interpolators:

- Original MPM
- GIMP
- CPDI
- 3rd order B-splines, 4th order B-splines

- Great many constitutive models (though 
most not really suitable for geomaterials)
- Arenisca 4.0 model is best for 

geomaterials
- Aalto has soil models (Mohr-Coulomb, 

Barcelona Basic Mode, though not yet in 
the official Uintah repository)

Wojciech Sołowski

© Jim Guilkey
476 grains of various types of sand, modeled 
using about 35 individual “materials” or 
velocity fields with friction contact between all.
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Uintah Patch, Variables and AMR Outline 

© Martin Berzins

Deflagration wave moves at ~400m/s  
not  all explosive consumed. 
Detonation  wave moves 8500m/s all 
explosive consumed. 

MPM and ICE Fluid-flow used 
Solution required about 100M cpu
hours. Job started on Titan moved to 
Mira and finished on Stampede

Spanish Fork Accident 8/10/05
Speeding truck with 8000 
explosive boosters each with 2.5-
5.5 lbs of explosive overturned and 
caught fire

29Bn Particles, 4Bn mesh Cells. 1.2M 
mesh patches, fluid-structure 
interaction, 700-880K cores

Scaling Results 



Uintah open source software suite
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Standard MPM component:
Contact:

- Null (no contact)
- Single Velocity (standard MPM sticky 

contact)
- Frictional (Bardenhagen & Kober)
- Approach (simplified frictional)
- Rigid (contact with rigid material)
- Cohesive zones (dynamic crack growth)

Boundaries:
- Specified on the grid: Dirichlet (specify 

velocity), Neumann (allow floating of 
particles out of the domain), Symmetry

- Specified on particles: Load curves, 
pressure in time

Wojciech Sołowski

Penetration in cohesive soil, 
Sołowski & Sloan (2015)



Uintah open source software suite
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Standard MPM component:
- Particles insertion
- Library of test cases 
- Set of benchmarks, 

checked at every commit
- Rigorous finite strain 

implementation
- Thermal coupling and 

complex thermo-
mechanical models 
available

- Damage models available
- Melting / phase change 

models available
- XPIC2, SingleFieldMPM

Wojciech Sołowski

Snow avalanche, Sołowski et al. (2015)

Many extra capabilities not mentioned



Uintah open source software suite
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Features for geomechanics:
- Arenisca 4.0 model available

Wojciech Sołowski

© Rebecca Brannon

Arenisca model manual – 159 pages including features, validation 
and parameters choice



Uintah open source software suite
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Features for geomechanics:
- developments in many groups, 

including Aalto, NTNU, University of 
Western Australia, Gdańsk University 
of Technology, John Hopkins 
University, and many more

- Aalto: strain rate dependent Mohr-
Coulomb with destructuration, 
Barcelona Basic Model available at 
Aalto, Hydro-mechanical coupling 
almost ready

- Uintah has high standards of commits, 
hence the code itself is very reliable

Wojciech Sołowski

Sand pile collapse
Sołowski & Sloan (2013)



Uintah open source software suite
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Getting started with Uintah:
- Works under Linux

You need either a Linux machine or 
Virtual Box

- Start with the installation guide - around 
20 pages guiding you with the installation

- User guide: 270 pages+ , describing 
capabilities of Uintah

- Developer guide – work in progress, 
should help in developing Uintah

- Active mailing lists: uintah-users, uintah-
developers, uintah-commits, as well as 
archives

- Helpful community (but be kind)

Wojciech Sołowski

Tran & Sołowski (2017)
Sensitive clay spreading experiment









Uintah open source software suite
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Using Uintah for MPM calculations:
Input – text files
Can define rather complex 3D geometries 
with the input files, but quite a bit of work, can 
take externally defined geometries, but before 
you know how to do it well, it can take a bit of 
time. 

Running – either pc, Linux workstations or 
high performance computing. 

Output – output files read by VisIt, a 
comprehensive open source suite for 
visualisation. Very powerful. Can read output 
in HPC and visualise at your workstation.

Wojciech Sołowski

Cone penetration, Tran & Sołowski (2017)






Uintah open source software suite
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Developing:
Uintah is written in C++, 
• very general framework, so uses high 

level of abstraction, so it can be used 
for all the components. Can be difficult 
to understand at the beginning

• once you get going, things are quite 
easy, but in the beginning help is 
essential.

• Visiting the University of Utah, or at 
least some group with experience with 
Uintah is highly recommended (we 
have some experience, but the 
University of Utah has much more)

Wojciech Sołowski

Dynamic compaction, Sołowski et al. (2013)



Sand hitting obstacle
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Granular flow hitting obstacle, 
Seyedan & Sołowski (2017)

Finite Element Method, W. Sołowski
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Saint-Monique landslide
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Tran & Sołowski (2019)



Thank you  !!!

Presentation will be uploaded and available at
http://solowski.info



Questions ???

Presentation will be uploaded and available at
http://solowski.info
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